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Rose and Nose

Insight from Diverseness and Similarity

Compare between typical people and atypical people will give some inspiration
of the direction by find out the diverseness and similarity. It is good to see what
different group of people think in a different way. Connect between answer
from two group will leading to a receivable result.
What is the problem for atypical in typical people’s eye VS What is typical people think problem that Anosmia will meet?
Typical :
46. 8 % think they will lost the memory of an object / person with specific smell
Atypical :
2/5 think special memory will be lose
3/5 think safety issue (gas)

What is atypical people describe their world VS How smell important for typical people?
Typical:
79.9% think smell is really important to their life
15.5% think smell is important
4.6% no opinion
Atypical:
1/5 waste time to smoke
1/5 Boring
1/5 All of things are the same smell (boring?

Does atypical people want to share their information VS How many typical people know they have atypical friends ?
Typical :
25.3 % Know their have an Anosmia friends
Atypical
5/5 like to share their information

Favorite smell for typical VS atypical people
Typical people:
Smell of Flower x 40 （osmanthus，gardenia，orchid，jasmine. rose）
Smell of food x 30 (12 related to the dishes mom made )
Smell of somebody x 20 (bf, girlfriend, mom)
Atypical people :
Smell of somebody 2/5
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Self-smell for typical and atypical people
Typical:
42.5% care about self-smell
57.5% don’t care
Atypical :
2/5 take shower everyday because can’t smell of self
3/5 can’t wear perfume to make self smell better

What will be fun to describe (explore) a smell for typical and atypical people?
Typical:
60.4% Share the memory/story of the smell
40.2% By used a lot of adjectives
Atypical:
1/5 something fun
1/5 similar smell I know (memory)
1/5 some adj

Typical people describe a smell in color VS can atypical feeling the smell by color
Typical:
6. 9 % By used the color of the object you describe
Atypical
2/5 A little bit
1/5 Strong feeling
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